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Abstract
Cerebral autoregulation refers to the brain’s ability to maintain cerebral blood flow
at an approximately constant level, despite changes in arterial blood pressure. The
performance of this mechanism is often assessed using a ten-scale index called the ARI
(autoregulation index). Here, 0 denotes the absence of, while 9 denotes the strongest,
autoregulation. Current methods to calculate the ARI do not typically provide error
estimates. Here, we show how this can be done using a bayesian approach. We use
Markov-chain Monte Carlo methods to produce a probability distribution for the ARI,
which gives a natural way to estimate error.
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1 Introduction
The brain is a extraordinary system of supply and demand. It requires a rich supply of
oxygen, accounting for approximately one-fifth of the total bodily intake. This demand for
oxygen is supplied by virtually constant cerebral blood flow. Interruptions to this blood
flow can have dire consequences, leading to haemorrhage, embolisms, and aneurysms. In
order to function properly, the brain must therefore have the ability to maintain approx-
imately constant cerebral blood flow rate (CBFV), in spite of changes in arterial blood
pressure (ABP). This ability is known as cerebral autoregulation (CA) [1].
The first experimental demonstration of CA was performed by Lassen [12], who derived
the triphasic autoregulation curve from CBFV measurements in different human studies
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[5]. Later experiments found similar results both in animals [16, 15, 10, 8] and humans [3].
The four physiological mechanisms are generally identified: myogenic, metabolic, shear-
dependent, and neurovascular regulation. However a complete understanding of these
processes and their interactions is still lacking [17], making the theoretical study of CA an
active area of research.
Over the years many mathematical methods have been developed to quantify CA.
Common approaches are transfer function analysis, time-series models such as FIR (finite
impulse response) and ARX (autoregressive exogenous), and various physiologically-based
modeling techniques. Classic ODE models have also been used. One of the simplest and
popular model-based approaches was proposed by Aaslid and Tiecks [24]. It consists of
just three ODEs with three parameters. At a ‘black-box’ level, the model takes time series
of a patient’s ABP and CBFV as input, and returns a number between 0 and 9. This
number is the called the autoregulation index (ARI). A high score means the brain is
auto-regulating properly, while a low one indicates the opposite [21, 20].
In spite of its simplicity, the ARI model has several limitations. The most serious
of these is the inability to provide an estimate for the error in the ARI. This limits
the ARI’s diagnostic utility, since a clinician has no sense of the uncertainty in a given
measurement. We show here how a bayesian approach can be used to overcome this
limitation. After recasting the model is a more convenient form, we use the popular
Markov Chain Monto Carlo (MCMC) method to give the ARI a statistical interpretation.
Specifically, we produce a probability distribution for a single ARI, whose width provides
the desired estimate of the error in the ARI.
2 Methods
2.1 Data
Data collection. The ABP and CBFV data, used in this study, have been been previ-
ously used (Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for Aged, Boston, MA) [14]. ABP was measured
noninvasively using a photoplethysmographic Finapres monitor (Ohmeda Monitoring Sys-
tems, Englewood, CO). In order to eliminate hydrostatic pressure effects, the subject’s
nondominant hand was supported by a sling at the level of the right atrium. The individ-
uals were asked to breath at the rate of 15 breaths per minute to minimise the effects of
respiration. Doppler ultrasonography was used to measure the changes in CBFV within the
MCA. The 2 MHz probe of a portable Doppler system (MultiDop X4, DWL-Transcranial
Doppler Systems Inc., Sterling, VA) was strapped over the temporal bone and locked in
position with a Mueller-Moll probe fixation device to image the MCA. Flow velocity was
recorded at a depth of approximately 50-65 mm and digitised and stored for analysis. For
a complete description of the data collection procedure see [14].
Data preprocessing. The pulsatile ABP and CBFV were filtered using zero-phase
8th-order Butterworth low pass filter with the cutoff frequency of 20 Hz (see [22]). Subse-
quently, the beginning and end of each cardiac cycle were marked by the onset of the sys-
tole using blood pressure signal. The onsets were detected using a windowed and weighted
slope sum function and adaptive thresholding [25]. The mean of ABP and CBFV were
calculated for each detected cardiac cycle. A first order polynomial was used to interpolate
the resulting beat-to-beat time series, which was followed by downsampling at 10 Hz to
produce signals with uniform base. Examples of preprocessed data are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Time series of a patient’s arterial blood pressure P and cerebral blood flow
velocity V . The data have been collected and processed as described in Section 2.1.
2.2 Autoregulation index
Here we describe the original Aaslid-Tiecks method [1] to measure the ARI. We denote
by P [t] and V [t] the two time series of ABP and CBFV, respectively, of length N and
indexed by t. Let Pm and Vm denote the mean value of P [t] and V [t] for the entire interval
of interest. Initially, the time-varying ABP signal P [t] is normalised as follows
dP [t] =
P [t]− Pm
Pm − Pcr , (1)
where Pcr = 12 mmHg is the critical closing pressure [24]. The following system of differ-
ence equations is used to compute the intermediate quantities x1, x2 as
x1[t] = x1[t− 1] + dP [t− 1]− x2[t− 1]
fT
x2[t] = x2[t− 1] + x1[t− 1]− 2Dx2[t− 1]
fT
(2)
where f , D and T are the sampling frequency, damping factor, and time constant param-
eters, respectively. The modelled CBFV, denoted by Vˆ [t], is computed as
Vˆ [t] = Vm(1 + dP [t]−Kx2[t]), (3)
where K is a parameter representing autoregulatory gain. Note that in order to start the
process at steady-state the initial conditions can be selected as
x1(0) = 2DdP [0], x2(0) = dP [0]. (4)
CA assessment. Following [24], in Table 1 we list a combinations of ten different values
of (T,D,K) are used to generate ten models corresponding to various grades of autoreg-
ulation, ranging from 0 (absence of autoregulation) to 9 (strongest autoregulation).
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ARI 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
T 2 2 2 2 2 1.9 1.6 1.2 0.87 0.65
D 0 1.6 1.5 1.15 0.9 0.75 0.65 0.55 0.52 0.5
K 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.98
Table 1: Parameter combinations defining the ten reference ARI’s.
Let Vˆj(t), where j = 0, . . . , 9, denote the response of the model for the jth combinations
of the parameters (T,D,K). The ARI is determined by selecting the model producing the
smallest root-mean-square (RMS) error:
ARIstd = min
j∈{0,...9}
∥∥∥ Vˆj(t)− V [t]
Vm
∥∥∥. (5)
The results of ARI are interpolated by cubic splines to include fractional values of the
ARI . We use the subscript ‘standard’ in the above definition of the ARI to distinguish it
from the alternate definition we propose in the subsequent section.
2.3 Bayesian inference
We briefly describe the theory behind bayesian inference before applying it to our model.
Assume we have a data set X and a model for this data, Y (θ), which depends on some
parameters θ = {θ1, θ2, ....}. In a traditional parameter fitting we would define a cost
function C(θ) =
∑
j ||Yj(θ) − Xj ||, with some suitable norm ||.|| (The L2 norm being
the most popular). Then the best fit parameters θ∗ are those which minimise this cost
function: θ∗ = minθ C(θ).
How certain are we of θ∗? Bayesian inference answers this question by providing a
probability distribution P (θ|X) for the parameters θ given the data X, which quantifies
this certainty. It can be computed using Bayes’ theorem,
P (θ|X) = P (X|θ)P (θ)
P (X)
. (6)
The term P (θ) is the prior distribution of the parameters θ. This quantifies our belief of
what the parameters θ could be, before observing the data X. If we have no prior beliefs, a
uniform distribution is often used so that each parameter value is equally likely. The term
P (X|θ) is the ‘likelihood’, the probability of measuring the data X given the parameter
θ. It is the asserted relationship between the model and the data. This is chosen by the
modeller, and is dictated by the data in question. For parameter inference problems the
likelihood is typically taken to be Gaussian.
The last term P (X) is often called the ‘evidence’, and can be thought of as a normalisa-
tion constant. It can be expressed in terms of the prior and likelihood:
∫
P (X|θ)P (θ)dθ.
If we could compute this integral then we would have our desired distribution P (θ|X)
via (6). However, only in the simplest cases is this doable analytically, and so numerical
approximations must be used.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo. There is a way to sample from the desired distribution
P (θ|X) without ever computing the evidence P (X). This is known as the Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, which we use in this work. There are many resources
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[2, 11, 23] which derive the theory behind MCMC, but for convenience, we give a brief
description here, before returning to the ARI problem.
MCMC’s basic idea is to construct a Markov chain whose limiting distribution is
P (θ|X), our sought after distribution. A Markov chain is uniquely defined by a collection
of states, y, and transition probabilities between these states, P (y′|y), which do not depend
on time (Note, in the context of bayesian parameter inference, these states correspond to
points in the conditional parameter space θ|X). At each time-step we move from a state y
to a new state y′ with probability P (y′|y). As time evolves the Markov-chain is described
by P (y, t|y0), the probability to be in state y at time t having started in the state y0.
For certain transition probabilities P (y′|y), there exists a stationary distribution
pi(y) = lim
t→∞P (y, t|y0). (7)
A sufficient condition for the existence of this state is
P (y′|y)pi(y) = P (y|y′)pi(y′). (8)
The above condition is known as “detailed balance”, and can be thought of as a no net
flux condition. Thus, if detailed balance can be satisfied (8), then Markov chain will
have a stationary distribution P (θ|X), our goal. Our task is then to choose transition
probabilities P (y′|y) that satisfy (8). But how do we choose these?
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Many different choices can be made, each of which
corresponds to a different MCMC method. Common choices are the Metropolis-Hasting
and Gibb’s sampling algorithms. In this paper we use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm,
in which the transition probabilities are
P (y′|y) = g(y′|y)A(y′|y). (9)
The density g(y′|y) is the proposal distribution, and is typically taken to be a Gaussian.
It proposes a transition to a new state y′. This proposal is then accepted or rejected with
probability A(y′|y), a quantity accordingly called the acceptance distribution. Requiring
detailed balance constrains A(y′|y) as follows
A(y′|y)
A(y′|y) =
P (y′)
P (y)
g(y′|y)
g(y|y′) , (10)
which we obtained by plugging (9) into equation (7) for the stationary distribution pi(y).
Thus our problem is reduced to choosing A(y′|y) such that (10) is obeyed. The algorithm
is then defined by the choice
A(y′|y) = min
(
1,
pi(y′)
pi(y)
g(y′|y)
g(y|y′)
)
. (11)
We now translate the above results into the notation of the inference problem: the
states of the Markov chain correspond to parameter values conditioned on our data y →
θ|X, while the stationary distribution is the posterior distribution pi(y)→ P (θ|X). Then,
A(y′|y) = min
(
1,
P (X|θ′)
P (X|θ)
g(y′|y)
g(y|y′)
)
. (12)
Using Bayes’ theorem (6) we can replace the ratio P (X|θ
′)
P (X|θ) with the right-hand side of (6)
to obtain the final result
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A(y′|y) = min
(
1,
P (θ′|X)P (θ′)
P (θ|X)P (θ)
g(y′|y)
g(y|y′)
)
. (13)
Although the theory behind MCMC is somewhat involved, using it as a tool is straight-
forward. The user simply specifies the likelihood P (X|θ) and a prior P (θ) as input, and
then uses a software package to run the MCMC algorithm, which returns the desired pos-
terior P (θ|X). There are many packages available for this purpose. We used python’s
“PyMC”. We recommend the e-book “Bayesian methods for hackers” [6] for a hands-on
introduction to PyMC.
3 Results
3.1 Alternate definition of ARI
It is difficult to apply bayesian methods directly to the ARI as formulated above in (5).
We thus propose an alternate definition of the ARI which does not have this drawback,
and gives similar results as the original definition (5). Since this new ARI is calculated
using an inverse method, we denote it as ARIinv.
The first step in calculating ARIinv is to fit Vˆ [t] to the known time series V [t]. Recall
that Vˆ [t] is determined by the pressure time series P [t], and the parameters T,D,K
Vˆt = F (P [t], T,D,K). (14)
where F (·) represents equation (3) with equations (1) and (2) inserted. We find the best
fit parameters (T ∗, D∗,K∗) by minimizing the following cost function
C(T,D,K) =
∥∥∥Vt − Vˆt∥∥∥2, (15)
where ||.||2 denotes the L2 norm. We then consider the quantity V ∗[t], which is the
response of Vˆ [t] to a step function pressure drop, H(t), at the best fit parameters,
V ∗[t] := F
[
P (t) = H(t), T ∗, D∗,K∗
]
. (16)
ARIinv is then found by comparing the asymptotic value of V˜ to that of the reference flow
rates Vˆj
ARIinv = min
j∈{0,...9}
∥∥∥ Vˆj [t→∞]− V ∗[t→∞]
Vm
∥∥∥. (17)
As before the above expression can be extended to fractional values by appropriate scaling.
The rationale behind defining ARIinv this way is illustrated in Figure 2, where we show
the response of the reference flow rates Vˆj to a step function drop in pressure. Recall that
perfect autoregulation means the blood flow rate Vˆ remains constant in spite of changes
in blood pressure. In the context of a step function drop in pressure, then, Vˆ should
briefly change as the pressure drops, before returning to its original value. As can be
seen, the reference flow rate Vˆ9 has this behaviour, correctly identifying that an ARI of
9 denotes perfect autoregulation. Similarly, the remaining reference velocities Vˆj<9 which
by definition have lower ARI’s, asymptote to gradually diminished values. Thus, there is
a correspondence between the asymptotic value of V˜ (in response to a step function drop
in pressure) and the ARI, which motivates the definition of ARIinv given by (17).
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Figure 2: Response of reference cerebral blood flow rates, Vˆj , to a step function drop in
pressure. As shown in panel (a), the drop in pressure has magnitude 50 mmHg and occurs
at t = 5 s. Panel (b) shows the response of the reference blood flow rates Vˆj for j = 0, . . . 9
corresponding to an ARI of 0, . . . 9 (see Table 1 for values for values of parameters T,D,K
which correspond to each ARI). As can be seen, Vˆ9 is temporally diminished after the
drop in pressure at t = 5s, but eventually returns to its ‘pre-drop’ value, indicating perfect
auto-regulatory performance: ARI = 9. On the other hand Vˆ0 shows no recovery after
the drop in pressure, which corresponds to a lack of autoregulation: ARI = 0. The values
between 0 and 9 then interpolate between these two extremes.
3.2 Application of bayesian inference to ARI
We now show how bayesian inference can be used to estimate the error in ARIinv. As
described above, the definition of ARIinv (17) requires finding the best fit parameters
(T ∗, D∗,K∗). Hence, a single parameter set (T,D,K) corresponds to a single ARIinv. A
distribution of parameter sets would thus correspond to a distribution of ARIinv. We use
bayesian inference for this purpose and find a distribution over the best fit parameters,
P (T,D,K|V ) (conditioned on the data V ), which quantifies our uncertainty in their values.
In turn, the distribution P (T,D,K|V ) can be used to find a distribution of ARIinv values,
whose width quantifies the error in ARIinv.
We aim to find a distribution of parameters of best fit given our data set P (T,D,K|V ),
which using Bayes’ theorem, becomes
P (T,D,K|V ) = P (V |T,D,K) · P (T,D,K)
P (V )
. (18)
We made the following choices for the likelihood and prior
P (V |T,D,K) = exp
[
− (V − V˜ )/2σ2
]
(19)
P (T,D,K, σ) = Uni(0, 2) Uni(0, 1.0) Uni(0, 1) Gamma(1, 1). (20)
We chose a Gaussian likelihood, which is equivalent to assuming the noise in our system is
normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation σ. There are two approaches
to estimating σ. The first is that the modeler specifies an estimate from their knowledge
of the physics of the problem. We were unsure how to do this for the blood flow rate time
series V , since it has been pre-processed, which smoothes the noise.
We therefore opted for the second approach, which is to treat σ as an additional, un-
known parameter to be estimated. For its prior, we chose the gamma distribution. This is a
two parameter distribution whose probability density function is f(x) = Γ(α)−1βαxα−1e−βx
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for x, α, β > 0 where Γ is the gamma function. This is often used as a prior for a parameter
whose scale is unknown, as is the case for σ. The choices of (α, β) = (1, 1) were arbitrary.
To check they didn’t influence the results, we ran our simulations for α = 0.1, 0.2, . . . 1.0
and β = 0.1,−0.2, . . . 1.0, and found no significant differences in the computed values.
We took the priors on the remaining parameters to be uniform distributions on the
interval (a, b). The end points of the interval were chosen as the maximum and minimum
values of the parameters in the reference ARI table, with the exception of P (D), which
has min and max values 0, 1.5. We found that values of 1.0 < D < 1.5 led to an oscillatory
Vˆ . To avoid this unphysical behaviour, we truncated the interval to (0, 1.0).
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Figure 3: Posterior distributions of various parameters as computed by MCMC. 5 × 105
sample were taken, with a 50% burn-in and a thinning parameter of 10. Left: Marginal
distribution of parameters T,D,K. Right: Marginal distribution of noise parameter σ.
Having specified the likelihood and priors we next computed the following posterior
P (T,D,K, σ|V ). We took 5× 105 samples, 50% burn-in, and a thinning parameter of 10
(these are numerical parameters required by PyMC). In Figure 3 we show the marginal
distributions of each parameter.
0 2 4 6 8
ARI0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
ARIstd
ARIinv
Figure 4: Distribution of ARIs resulting from the posterior distributions P (T,D,K, σ|V ).
The ARI values computed using the inverse (equation (17)) and standard (equation (5))
methods are also shown for reference.
We next computed a distribution of ARIs by plugging each triplet (T,D,K) in the
posterior distribution P (T,D,K, σ|V ) into equation (17) for ARIinv. The result is shown
in Figure 4. A peaked distribution is evident, whose mean and width (defined as half
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the difference of the maximum and minimum values) finally give us the desired value and
error of the ARI. We show the ARI computed from the standard and inverse methods for
reference. As can be seen, the bayesian result in consistent with the others.
ARIstd = 3.7
ARIinv = 3.5
ARIbay = 3.4± 0.3.
(21)
4 Discussion
The ARI is used to assess dynamic CA performance. Previous methods computed a single
ARI for a given patient. In this work, we showed how bayesian methods could be used
to attach an error to a given ARI. We did this by using the Markov chain Monte Carlo
method (in concert with an alternate definition of the ARI) to produce a probability
distribution for a single ARI. We then used the width of this distribution to estimate the
desired uncertainty in an ARI measurement.
The connection between impaired CA and certain disorders have been widely dicussed
in the literature. Certain brain disorders, such as stroke, subarachnoid haemorrhage and
head injury appear to impair CA [7, 9, 4], which motivates the use of the ARI. Knowledge
of the accuracy of an ARI reading, which our bayesian approach supplies, strengthens this
potential. It gives a clinician a sense of the reliability in a given measurement.
The current work has some limitations, most notably in the way the data were collected.
For example, the cerebral blood flow velocity was approximated by measuring the flow
rate in the middle cerebral artery (MCA). This approximation is only valid if the diameter
of the MCA is constant, which was unverified. Another limitation was in the length of the
times series V [t] and P [t], which was approximately two minutes. It is possible that this
relatively short length is unrepresentative of the true behaviour of the ABP and CBFV,
which would bias our results.
Another problem with the time series is that they often contain various artifacts,
both physiological and non-physiological. The sensitivity of the ARI to these artifacts is
relatively unknown. Recent works, however, have started to explore this problem [13, 19].
The authors in [19] examined the response of the ARI to four common types of non-
physiological artifact (as identified by Li et al in [13]), and found different qualitative
effects. It would be interesting to see if our bayesian approach could corroborate their
findings. That is, if the error estimates in the ARI in the presence of a given artifact
would reflect the effects they reported.
One purpose of our work was to demonstrate the utility of bayesian statistics in bio-
physics problems. We chose perhaps the simplest example of how this could be done,
namely by using Bayesian parameter inference to estimate the error in ARI’s. There
many other more exotic bayesian tools which could used, which we hope will be explored
in future work. On such contender is bayesian sequential analysis, a method which dy-
namically chooses when enough data have been collected in a sampling problem. This
could be useful in determining, for example, how long time series of a patient’s ABP and
CBFV should be. At present, it is not clear what the optimal length is, although it is
known that ABP time series with greater variance leads to more robust autoregulation
indices, as described in [18].
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